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Ab
bstract
In
n this study, it was
w aimed to exaamine the scien
nce preservice teeachersʹ concepttual structures aabout the metab
bolic events
tak
king place and the forms of en
nergy in a cell. In the study, th
he descriptive model
m
was used
d. In the study carried out
du
uring the spring
g semester of th
he 2017‐2018 acaademic year participated a totaal of 123 third aand fourth yearr preservice
teaachers studying
g at Science Edu
ucation Division
n of the Educatio
on Faculty of Uludag Universitty. The preserviice teachers
weere asked to write
w
down the metabolic even
nts taking place and the form
ms of energy in
n the cell. The documents
beelonging to the preservice
p
teach
hers composed the
t qualitative data
d
of the stud
dy. In the data an
nalysis process,, since 13 of
th
he preservice teaachers did not write
w
any answeers, the documeents belonging to
t 110 preservicce teachers weree taken into
ev
valuation. As a result
r
of the anaalysis of the doccuments, a totall of 306 answerss were obtained
d, 186 of them were
w
related
to the metabolic events
e
and 120 of them were related
r
to the fo
orms of energy. In the data anaalysis, the conteent analysis
d. The data sets belonging to th
he frequencies and
a the percentaages of the metaabolic events an
nd forms of
method was used
nergy specified by the preserviice teachers werre transformed into tables and graphs. Accord
ding to the resu
ults, a great
en
majority of the preservice
p
teach
hersʹ conceptuall structures rela
ated to the metaabolic events w
were limited to respiration
nd photosynthessis and those wh
hich were relateed to the energy
y forms were lim
mited to ATP, lig
ght and heat.
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Introduc
t
first step
p of the top
pics of the field
f
of biolo
ogy in physsical sciencess. For this reason,
r
a
Cell is the
compreh
hensive learn
ning of cell will facilitatte the learniing of subsequent topicss. With this thought,
studies have
h
been made
m
on morre effective and
a
permaneent teaching of the topicc of cell. Saygın et al.
(2006) determined
d
th
hat the consstructivist teaaching appro
oach used in
n the teachin
ng of the top
pic of cell
increaseed the learn
ning success. Uşak (20009) investiga
ated the scieence and teechnology preservice
teacherssʹ pedagogicaal content kn
nowledge about the topicc of cell and determined that they were more
teacher‐centered in terms of teeaching apprroaches. Kösse (2014) examined the effect of th
he use of
concept maps in thee teaching off the topics of
o cell and organelles
o
on
n the studenttsʹ success leevels and
reached the result th
hat the teach
hing with co
oncept mapss was more useful. Pekeel and Maytar (2016)
investigated the efffect of the computer‐asssisted instru
uction meth
hod based o
on the consttructivist
approacch used in th
he teaching of
o the topic of
o cell biolog
gy on academ
mic success and determiined as a
result of
o the study that the co
omputer‐assiisted learnin
ng method affected thee studentsʹ academic
a
achievem
ment levels in
i relation to the topic of cell biology positively. In
n the curricu
ulum, the top
pic of cell
is examiined compreehensively in
n the 9th grad
de. For this reason,
r
mostt of the studiies on the tea
aching of
the topicc of cell are made
m
with hiigh school sttudents.
Howeveer, in second
dary school, as it is requiired by the nature
n
of stu
udents, the ttopic of cell is taught
rather sh
hallowly. In
n the teachin
ng of the top
pic of cell in secondary school,
s
besid
des mostly preferred
p
pictures and modelss, highlightin
ng the living
g characteristic of the celll (i.e., eventts taking pla
ace in the
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cell) by using different teaching methods (game, drama, video, analogy, laboratory, etc.) (Pekel and
Maytar, 2016; Şahinet al., 2017) may provide important contribution to studentsʹ interest in not only
science but also the science of biology. For this reason, it is necessary that science teachers should
have a command of the topic of cell in addition to knowing special teaching methods well and
accurate and complete knowledge about the concepts related to the metabolic events taking place in
the living cell and forms of energy used or released in these events and also interconceptual
relationships (Morgil and Yılmaz, 1999; Kurtuluş and Çavdar, 2010; Balbağ and Karaer, 2016;
Altunoğlu and Hançer, 2017).
Teachers play an important role in studentsʹ learning concepts (Kurt and Ekici, 2013). Concepts
constitute building stones of pieces of knowledge and interconceptual relationships form scientific
principles. In physical sciences, both topics and concepts and principles examined in a topic have
been classified in a hierarchical manner. Comprehension of this hierarchical order between concepts
facilitates learning and teaching of that area of science (Çepni et al., 1997).
A teacher sufficiently knowledgeable of the concepts related to the cell may behave more assiduously
and willingly about trying different teaching methods. And different teaching methods will attract
the interest of different students in the topic. In this context, the aim of this study is to examine the
science preservice teachersʹ conceptual structures in relation to the metabolic events taking place and
forms of energy used or released in the cell. For this purpose, in the study, answers were sought to
the following questions:
What are the science preservice teachersʹ conceptual structures in relation to the metabolic events
taking place in the cell?
What are the science preservice teachersʹ conceptual structures in relation to the forms of energy used
or released in the cell?
How do the science preservice teachers relate the metabolic events taking place and the forms of
energy used or released in the cell?
Material and Method
Research Model
In the study, the descriptive model was used. In the descriptive model, it is aimed to describe an
existing situation and a research topic is defined within its own conditions without making any
change (Karasar, 2005).
Research Sample
The research sample was composed of the science preservice teachers. In the study, the convenience
sampling method was used. In the study carried out during the spring semester of the 2017‐2018
academic yearparticipated 123 third and fourth year preservice teachers taking education at the
Science Education Division of the Mathematics and Science Education Departments of the Education
Faculty of Uludag University. The preservice teachers were made necessary explanations prior to the
study and told that the results to be obtained from the study would not affect their course grades.
Data Collection Tools
In the study, the science preservice teachers were asked to write down the metabolic events taking
place and the forms of energy used or released in the cell. In science education, writing is described as
a method developing reasoning and supporting the presentation of personal opinions about scientific
explanations and logical thinking (Prain & Hand, 2006). The documents belonging to the preservice
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teachers were examined by giving numbers. The document analysis includes the analysis of written
materials which are useful for collecting data. In a qualitative study, the document analysis method
can be used as a data collection method (Yıldırım and Şimşek, 2008).
Data Analysis
In the analysis of the data obtained qualitatively in the study, the content analysis method was used.
In the content analysis, firstly, sets of obtained data are conceptualized, then, they are reasonably
organized according to emerging concepts and, finally, themes explaining sets of data are determined
in accordance with this (Yıldırım and Şimşek, 2008). In the study, the documents written by the
preservice teachers were analyzed and since 13 of the preservice teachers did not write any answers
or wrote irrelevant answers,the documents belonging to 110 preservice teachers were taken into
evaluation. The answers belonging to the documents taken into evaluation were examined and a total
of 306 answers were obtained, 186 were related to the metabolic events and 120 were related to the
forms of energy.
Such headings written by the preservice teachers as “Photosynthesis”, “Chemosynthesis”, “Protein
Synthesis” and “Anabolic Reactions” were arranged as sub‐headings under the heading of anabolic
reactions and such headings as “Respiration”, “ATP Hydrolysis” and “Catabolic Reactions” were
arranged as sub‐headings under the heading of catabolic reactions. Again, such headings as “Heat”,
“Light”, “ATP”, “Chemical energy” written by the preservice teachers for each metabolic event were
arranged under the heading of forms of energy used or released. The frequency and the percentage
values of the sets of data related to the sub‐headings belonging to the metabolic events specified by
the preservice teachers and the frequency and the percentage values of the sets of data related to the
heading of forms of energy used or released were given in tables.
With the aim of achieving the validity of research results, the documents were coded and the
examples were selected from among the preservice teachersʹ opinions supposed to be best
representing the obtained categories and interpreted in the ʹfindingsʹ section (Yıldırım and Şimşek,
2006). Moreover, in order to achieve the reliability of the study, another researcher was asked to give
support and the sets of data obtained in the study were compared.
Results
In this study aiming to examine the science preservice teachersʹ conceptual structures in relation to
the metabolic events taking place and forms of energy used or released in the cell, the sets of data
obtained from the documents belonging to the preservice teachers were gathered under two
headings, namely metabolic events and forms of energy. A total of 306 answers, 186 about metabolic
events and 120 about forms of energy were obtained.
The sets of data gathered under the heading of metabolic events (186 answers) with the aim of
examining the preservice teachersʹ conceptual structures in relation to metabolic events taking place
in the cell were also evaluated under two headings, namely anabolic reactions and catabolic reactions.
The frequency and percentage values belonging to the heading of anabolic and catabolic reactions
were shown in Table 1.
When Table 1 was examined, it was determined that the preservice teachers wrote ʹphotosynthesisʹ,
ʹchemosynthesisʹ and ʹprotein synthesisʹ without describing them as anabolic reactions; moreover,
some of them (18, 18%) wrote ʹanabolic reactionsʹ in general.
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Table 1.Frequency and percentage values belonging to the sub‐headings examined under the heading
of anabolic and catabolic reactions
Metabolicevents
Sub‐headings
F
%
Anabolic reactions
Photosynthesis
52
47.2
Chemosynthesis
4
3.63
Protein synthesis
4
3.63
Anabolic reactions
20
18.18
Catabolic reactions
Respiration
82
74.5
ATP hydrolysis
2
1.8
Catabolic reactions
22
20
Below are given some examples from the preservice teachersʹ explanations about the concepts
examined under the heading of anabolic reactions. In this scope, it was determined that while 47,2%
of the preservice teachers wrote a statement about photosynthesis, very few of them wrote
statements about chemosynthesis (3,63%) and protein synthesis (3.63%).
“And in plants, photosynthesis is observed as a metabolic event.” (PT 31)
“Chemosynthetic living beings chemosynthesize .” (PT39)
“The metabolic events taking place in the cell are anabolic and catabolic reactions.” (PT 36)
In the second section of Table 1,it is observed that the preservice teaches wrote ʹrespirationʹ and ʹATP
hydrolysisʹ without describing them as catabolic reactions and some of them (20%) wrote ʹcatabolic
reactionsʹ in general. Below are given some examples from the preservice teachersʹ explanations about
the concepts examined under the heading of catabolic reactions. In this scope, it was determined that
while 74,5% of the preservice teachers wrote a statement about respiration, very few of them (1,8%)
wrote a statement about ATP hydrolysis.
“Respiration is a metabolic event during which glucose reacts with oxygen and, together with water and carbon
dioxide, ATP is released as a result.” (PT52)
“During metaboli cevents, ATP is catabolized and transformed into AD.” (PT67)
“By metabolic events, we mean anabolic and catabolic reactions.” (PT91)
The frequencies and the percentages of the sets of data (120 answers) related to the preservice
teachersʹ conceptual structures in relation to the sub‐headings examined under the heading of forms
of energy used or released in the cell were shown in Table 2.
Table 2.Frequency and percentage values related to the sub‐headings examined under the heading of
energy forms
Energy forms
F
%
ATP
52
47.2
Light
32
29.1
Chemical energy
28
26
Heat
8
7.2
As it is seen in Table 2,the forms of energy used or released were gathered under four headings and it
was determined that the preservice teachers wrote ʹATPʹ, ʹlightʹ, ʹchemical energyʹand ʹheatʹ. Below
were given some examples from the preservice teachersʹ explanations about their concepts examined
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under the heading of forms of energy. In this scope, it was determined that while 42,7% of the
preservice teachers wrote statements about ATP, 29.1%wrote statements about light, 26% about
chemical energy and few of them (7,2%) about heat.
“The energy used during the metabolic events taking place in the cell is ATP.” (PT 87)
“As a result of respiration, the ATP energy is released.” (PT 21)
“Plants photosynthesize and their energysource is sunlight.” (PT74)
“As a result of metabolic events, chemical energy is released.” (PT107)
“Nutrient is burnt via oxygen and the heat energy is released.” (PT27)
The frequency values belonging to the sub‐headings examined under the heading of Metabolic Events
and Energy Forms were shown in Graph 1.
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Anabolic reactions
Catabolic reactions
Energy forms

Graph 1. Frequency values belonging to the sub‐headings examined under the heading of metabolic
events and energy forms
When Graph 1 is examined, it is seen that the event of photosynthesis is attracting attention under the
heading of anabolic reactions, one of the metabolicevents, the event of respiration is eye‐catching
under the heading of catabolic reactions and ATP and light are emphasized under the heading of
energy forms.
The frequency and percentage values belonging to the energy forms used or released in metabolic
events written by the preservice teachers participated in the study carried out with the aim of
examining how science preservice teachers relate metabolic events and energy forms in a cell were
shown in Table 3.
Table 3.Frequency and percentage values related to the energy forms belonging to the metabolic
events
Metabolic Sub‐categories
F
%
Forms of energy
F
%
events
sub‐categories
Anabolic
Photosynthesis
52
47.2
Light
32
29.1
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reactions

Catabolic
reactions

Chemosynthesis
Protein Synthesis
Anabolic reactions
Respiration

4
4
20
82

3.63
3.63
18.18
74.5

ATP hydrolysis
Catabolic
reactions

2
22

1.8
20

‐‐‐‐
ATP
Chemical energy
ATP
Heat
Chemical energy
‐‐‐‐
Chemical energy

‐‐‐‐
2
4
50
8
20
‐‐‐‐
4

‐‐‐‐
1.8
3.6
45.4
7.2
18.18
‐‐‐‐
3.6

When Table 3 was examined in terms of the forms of energy used or released in the metabolic events,
it was observed that the preservice teachers wrote that light (29,1%) was used in the event of photo‐
synthesis examined under the heading of anabolic reactions, ATP (1,8%) was used in protein
synthesis, but they did not write anything about chemosynthesis. Moreover, it was determined that
few of the preservice teachers generally writing ʹanabolic reactionsʹ wrote ʹchemical energyʹ as a form
of energy (3,6%). Below were given some examples from the preservice teachersʹ explanations about
the energy forms which they related to the sub‐headings examined under the heading of anabolic
reactions.
“If we take a plant cell, it photosynthesizes thanks to light energy.” (PT13)
“The metabolic events which take place in the cell are respiration, protein synthesis ……..the ATP energy is
used in synthesis events.” (PT21)
It was determined that while 45,4% of the preservice teachers wrote that ATP,7,2% wrote that heat
and 18,18% wrote that chemical energy was released as a result of the event of respiration examined
under the heading of catabolic reactions, they did not write anything about ATP hydrolysis.
Moreover, few of the preservice teachers generally writing ʹcatabolic reactionsʹ wrote ʹchemical
energyʹ as a form of energy (3,6%).Below were given some examples from the preservice teachersʹ
explanations about the energy forms which they related to the sub‐headings examined under the
heading of catabolic reactions.
“During respiration, the ATP energy is released.” (PT31)
“Nutrient is burnt via oxygen and the heat energy is released.” (PT27)
“Nutrient is catabolized as a result of catabolic events and chemical energy is obtained.” (PT13)
Discussion
According to the results obtained in this study aiming to examine the science preservice teachersʹ
conceptual structures about the metabolic events taking place or the energy forms used or released in
the cell, it can be stated that most of the preservice teachers could not categorize metabolic events into
anabolic and catabolic reactions and the ones who wrote ʹanabolic and catabolic reactionsʹ could not
identify the type of the reaction. It was observed that while the preservice teachers wrote
ʹphotosynthesisʹ, ʹchemosynthesisʹ and ʹprotein synthesisʹ, three of the anabolic reactions taking place
in the cell, nearly more than half of them did not write ʹphotosynthesisʹ and only a few of them wrote
ʹchemosynthesisʹ and ʹprotein synthesisʹ. It is attracting attention that while the preservice teachers
wrote ʹrespirationʹ and ʹATP hydrolysisʹ, two of the catabolic reactions, and nearly three fourth of
them wrote ʹrespirationʹ, only two preservice teachers wrote ʹATP hydrolysisʹ. It was observed that
the preservice teachers wrote ʹATPʹ, ʹlightʹ and ʹheatʹ as a form of energy; it was determined when it
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was examined quantitatively that nearly half of them wrote ʹATPʹ, 29% of them wrote ʹlightʹ and very
few of them wrote ʹheatʹ.
When the set of data related to the forms of energy used or released in metabolic events written by
the science preservice teachers with the aim of examining how they related metabolic events and
forms of energy in the cell were examined, it was observed that 29,1% of them wrote ʹlightʹ in the
event of photosynthesis examined under the heading of anabolic reactions, 1,8% of them wrote ʹATP
is used in protein synthesisʹ, but they did not write anything about chemosynthesis. It was
determined that while 45,4% of the preservice teachers wrote ʹATPʹ is released as a result of
respiration examined under the heading of catabolic reactionsʹ and7,2% of them wrote ʹheat is
releasedʹ, they did not write anything for ATP hydrolysis. Moreover, when the sets of numerical data
in the table were examined, it was observed that while nearly half of the preservice teachers wrote
ʺphotosynthesisʺ under the heading of anabolic reactions, about 30% of them wrote “light” as a form
of energy used, about 75% of them wrote ʺrespirationʺ under the heading of catabolic reactions, 45%
wrote ʺATPʺ as a form of energy released.
Based on these results, it can be stated that the preservice teachersʹ conceptual levels in relation to
metabolic events were limited to respiration and photosynthesis and their conceptual levels in
relation to the energy forms used or released in these events were limited to ATP, light and heat.
These findings show parallelism with those of the studies on science teachersʹ pedagogical content
knowledge (Uşak, 2009; Çavaş and Kesercioğlu, 2010; Önelet al., 2015; Balbağet al., 2016;).
In summary, it was determined that the preservice teachers did not have comprehensive knowledge
about metabolic events and energy forms used in the cell and, hence, they were incompetent at
relating metabolic events with energy forms used or released in these events.
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